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1.

INTRODUCTION

One problem in the field of numerical weather prediction (NWP) is
to forecast the precipitation. The processes in nature that produce
rain and snow are very complicated, and much work has been done in
the field of cloud physics (e g Mason, 1971). When it comes to
forecasting in numerical weather prediction models, many simplifications have to be done. The resolution of the models, used for
weather forecasts is normally of more than 100 km between the gridpoints but the variations of humidity and precipitation have often
a much smaller horizontal scale. The main reason for including
humidity in NWP-models is to get a proper dynamical development
caused partly by the release of latent heat. The condensed water,
produced in the models, is usually assumed to rain out immediately
due to the problems of including a cloud phase. It is, however, a
too simple treatment for making good forecasts of the precipitation.
Some work has been done, where the cloud water density isa
dependent variable in the model, but it has not yet been used in
routine forecasts (Sundqvist, 1981). A better treatment of clouds
is important also for interaction with the radiation scheme of the
model.
We know that the airflow and hence the precipitation pattern is
strongly affected by local orography. We also know that the airflow
on the meso-scale interacts back to the large-scale flow. Here we
neglect the latter and assume that, as a first approximation, the
precipitation pattern can be determined by information of the
large-scale flow (i e a numerical forecast) and of local orography.
This means that we do a dynamical interpretation of the forecast at
different times, but the result of this does not affect the evolution of the large-scale forecast.
The present paper is based mainly on an earlier work by Bell
(1978), but substantial modifications are done in the dynamics, by
utilizing another model, for computing a two-dimensional wind field
in the lowest layer (Danard, 1977, Olsson, 1984).

2.

METHOD DESCRIPTION

We have used the Swedish limited area model, LAM, (Unden, 1982) as
the large-scale model. The values from LAM are taken every third
hour from +12h to +36h, and the method can be described as follows:
1. Interpolate the values of wind, vertical velocity, temperature, geopotential and humidity, at different levels, from
the large-scale model grid, toa small-scale (tx~S km) computation grid.
2. Utilize the information about orography on that scale and
estimate how the air is displaced vertically, to see where
saturation is reached.
Also compute the vertical velocity
field, as modified by orography.
3. Use the estimated vertical velocity to compute the precipitation rate.
4. Modify the precipitation rate by washout, i e the precipitation from a layer is enhanced by coalescence. Also estimate how the evap~ration in unsaturated layer is modifying
the precipitation.
3.

HORIZONTAL I~TERPOLATION

The problem is to estimate the values of the large-scale model in
an arbitrary point. We have used bi-linear interpolation, which is
assumed to be good enough, for this application. There are no special problems in the free atmosphere, but some considerations have
to be done in the case where the orography of the large-scale model
intersects the pressure surface, on to which the actual variable is
to be interpolated. We start with values of the large-scale model
at every 100th mb as well as surface values of pressure, two-meter
temperature and humidity and ten-meter winds. The latter values are
computed using the parameterisation of the layer fluxes in the
large-scale model, (Businger et al., 1971, Paulson, 1970). The
interpolation, toa point C, is done in the following way (see Figure 1), using the information in the two points A and B:
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Horizontal interpolation.

i)

Interpolate the large-scale model orography HLAM linearly to
the point C, HLAM(C).

ii)

Also do a linear interpolation of surface parameters, i e
surface pressure (p ), two meter temperature and humidity
(T 5 and qs) and i~nsmeter wind (vs>· The large-scale vertical
velocity utAM =~LAM is assumed to be zero at the surface.
This should not be too serious, since the slope of the largescale orography is much smaller than that of the small-scale
orography.
·

iii) The values in the free atmosphere are also interpolated, but
for the variables at a pressure which is below the surface at
one point (900mb values in point A in the figure) we use the
'I
interpolation weights from the lowest not intersecting layer.
I n this case it means that the temperature at 900mb (T9) is
computed according to:
T9(C)

=

T9(A) + ~ * (T8(A) - T8(B))
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(3.1)

4.

VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT

After the horizontal interpolation to the small-scale grid, we have
the large-scale model values as they would be if no small-scale
orography is present. We assume that the introduction of this orography implies a vertical displacement of the air. The model uses up
to seven l00mb layers. The lowest layer and its thickness are determined from the surface pressure. The orographic uplift (HT)' is
proportional to the difference between the height of the small-scale
orography (H) and that of the large-scale model (HLAM).

(4.1)
The parameter kl varies linearly with height from 1 at the surface
to 0 at 400 mb lsee Figure 2).
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The parameterization of the orographic uplift.

When the air is lifted we assume a linear change in the relative
humidity, U:
U

where

= U ~ ( 1 + a HT)
a = .9.___T
. ( e: L
~

c;; r-;

(4.2)
- 1)
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Here index zero refers to the values before the displacement, and g
= acceleration of gravity, R = specific gas constant for air, E =
0.622, L = latent heat of vaporization and CP= specific heat at
constant ' pressure.
The level at which we reach saturation {Hs) is computed by setting
= 1 in {4 • 2 ) :

U

{ 4. 3)

By utilizing {4.1)-(4.3) we compute, for each layer, modified values of pressure, temperature and humidity.
In-doing so we lift
the air dry-adiabatically to the condensation level {Hs) and from
H8 to HT along a pseudo-adiabat.
5.

VERTICAL VELOCITY

5.1

General discussion

In this model the precipitation rate is proportional to the vertical velocity {see section 6). Therefore the results of the model
simulations, are very much dependent on the estimation of this
quantity.
It isa very difficult problem to compute the vertical velocity
field on the meso-scale. This is so, since this quantity {in a hydrostatic model) is derived from the divergence of the horizontal
wind field.
One possible way would be to runa complete three-dimensional timedependent meso-scale model from a detailed analysis. However, for
the timescales of interest here, this means a much too large area of
integration for all practical available computational possibilities.
We instead assume that:
i)

the meso-scale wind field is determined by the large-scale
weather situation, and the forcing from the orography.

ii)

The modification of the large-scale flow due to the small-scale
flow is of minor importance. {Actually small-scale features
should already be incorporated in the large-scale model, in the
different schemes of physical parameterization, to give a proper evolution on the large-scale).

iii) The effects of the large-scale divergence and the small-scale
divergence are linear, i e the vertical velocity can be regarded as a sum of the large-scale vertical velocity and that of
the small-scale. We will then see that generally the smallscale divergence is dominating.
Assumption i) above means that we treat the meso-scale flow, not as
a time-dependent problem, but rather as a steady state boundary
value problem.
I
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5.2

Model formulations

Here we have used two different ways of computing the orographically induced vertical velocity. Bell (1978) used the following formulation:
(5.2.1)
where ~ = ~ i s the small-scale vertical velocity and kT(p) is
defined in section 4. The total vertical velocity is then given as
(5.2.2)
where we have utilized assumption iii) above.
The disadvantage of this simple formulation is that we have no
horizontal coupling of the vertical velocity field, i e the vertical velocity is determined by the local orographic gradients, regardless of the neighbouring points. The effect of stratification
is neglected, and no air is allowed to blow around the mountains.
Therefore, we have also used another approach where we utilized a
two-dimensional wind simulation model, developed by Danard (1977),
and modified by Olsson (1984) for computing the wind in lower levels. This Small Area Model (SAM) utilizes the free atmosphere wind
and temperature as input data, together with information about orography, roughness length (z 0 ) and estimated 2m-temperature on the
small-scale orography. The result from a run with this model isa
two-dimensional low level wind field, containing divergence, which
can be interpreted as a small-scale vertical velocity in the boundary layer. A short description of this two-dimensional model is
given in section 5.3.
In this case we instead of (5.2.2) use the following formulation:
w(p) = C(p)

• wSAM + (1-C(p) )wT(p)+ wLAM(p)

(5.2.3)

Here wSAM is the boundary layer vertical velocity of the small area
model and C(p) has in the experiments been chosen to kT(p). By this
formulation we utilize the wind information of the free atmosphere,
and at the same time use WsAM as a lower boundary condition.
5.3

Small-Area Model

The small-area model (Danard, 1977, Olsson 1984) produces a twodimensional meso-scale flow in the boundary layer, as a dynamical
interpretation of the large-scale flow. This is done by a time integration starting with 'free atmospheric' data where the effects of
stratification, orography, thermal forcing and surface friction, are
included.
One parameter in this model is the boundary layer height (HB),
which here isa function of space only. By this assumption we have
no free upper surface in the model and pressure changes are only
dependent on temperature changes. One consequence of this is that
the model does not contain gravity waves.
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The governing equations are:
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(5 . 3.4)

Here the notation is standard and index s refers to surface values.
Surface friction is denoted by F, and~ and~ are diffusion coefficients. The diabatic heating term Q is important for the results
of the run. The formulation of Q can be described as follows:
i)

Compute the temperature at the earth surface {Ti) by an extrapolation from the values at 700 mb and 800mb.

ii)

Estimate an 'undisturbed observed' temperature at the earth
surface {T 0 ). When SAM is run from an analysis this value is
chosen to be the observed temperature on a place near the
actual place, where the effects of local circulation can be
neglected.
In this case, where we utilize a large-scale
mode!, T 0 is chosen as
To

=

T2met{LAM) + y {H-HLAM)

where y
HLAM)

=

(5.3.5)

(TSOOmb(LAM) - T 2met(LAM))/(Zgoomb(LAM) -

(5.3.6)

iii) Let the heating be proportional to the difference between
these two temperatures, i e

(5.3 .7) ·
where nT = T 0 - Ti and~ is the time, under which the diabatic
effects are active. The time ~ is chosen to be the actual forecast time of the model.
The initial state from which (5.3.1) to (5.3.4) is integrated is
given by:
W

=

900mb LAM-wind reduced by an Ekman-profile

T

=

T,

l.

P 8 = Hydrostatically reduced pressure from 800mb height
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After the integration we r ega r d the wind field as an interpretation
of the low level wind when the effects of small-scale orography and
roughness are incorporated .
The divergence of this wind is u sed for computing the vertical velocity, where we assume that th e d ivergenc e is zero at the height HB.
This assumption is consistant within this medel. In reality we have
an upper level divergence, gi ving a nother vertical velocity field.
Actually the vertical velocity e s t i ma ted from the medel could be
regarded as a tuning constant mu l tip l ied by the divergence. This has,
however, not been utilized in t h is study. The effect of higher level
divergence is included by the u s e o f formula (5.2.3).
6.

PRECIPITATION COMPUTATION

6.1

Production of precipitation

As mentioned in section 5 the r ate , a t wh i ch precipitation is produced, is proportional to the ve r ti cal velocity, w:
• k2

oqs

• w • ~"öp • p

•

!). Z

(6.1.1)

here P 1 is the precipitation r ate (kg • m- 2 • s- 1 ) k 1 and k 2
are physicil,parameters (see b elow), !).Z is the layer thick_ness, and 0~s is the variation of saturation mixing ratio with
pressure:
(6.1.2)
We utilize the vertical displac ement for determining whether saturation is reached, and thus
k1

=

1 if w < 0 and U > 1 after vertical displacement.

otherwise k1

=

0

The parameter k 2 is used to simu l a te the fact, that it takes some
time for the droplets to grow, b e fore precipitation starts to
fall.
The time (t) · the droplets spend in the cloud, assuming that they
follow the air motion , can be es t i mated by
t

= -·%'2-

(HT -

(6.1.3)

H5)
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It is assumed that if t < 300 sno precipitation will form and that
the rain will reach full intensity if t > 1200 s.
k2

= 0

k2

=

(t-300)/900

k2

=

1

t

t

< 300 s

300 < t

< 1200 s

> 1200 s

We also assume that k 2 = 1 if the air is saturated before the orographic uplift: i e if u 0 > 1.
6.2

Coalescence

A layer of air producing precipitation, also contains cloud droplets. When rain from a layer above falls through this layer, the
precipitation production is enhanced by coalescence. In order to
parameterize this effect we do the following assumptions:
i)

10% of the condensate is cloud water

ii)

The condensation takes place at U

=

90%

iii) All cloud droplets have a radius of 10 µm
(kg m-3) is given by

Thus the cloud water density, qw,
qw = 0.1 (U - 0.9)

(6.2.1)

• qs • p

where U is the relative humidity after the vertical displacement.
Now it is assumed that the precipitation intensity in a layer j, is
enhanced by washout froI'(l the layer above j+l. Thus the precipitation rate is given by pJ =
P 1 j + P2 j where P1 j is given by (6.1.1) and
p2j

=

f

(pj+l, qw))

For computing coalescence we must utilize information about rain
drop spectrum, fall velocities etc.
The increase in intensity by washout is P 2 j
layer thickness and
W

=

J N ( a)

= W •

bZ, where bZ is the

CD

q

• V (a )

• E(a ) •

1t

a

2

da

(6.2.2)

w

Here N(a) is the rain drop spectrum (a

=

radius)

V(a) is the fall velocity, which is also dependent on the density of the surrounding air.
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E(a) is the coalescence efficiency (Actually E is also dependent on
the cloud drop size but we assume that all cloud droplets have a
radius of 10 µrn).
We have utilized the rain drop distribution given by Best (see
Mason, 1971, page 608), which is related to the precipitation
rate:
(6.2.3)

F(a) = 1 - exp [-(-¾)n]
aPI-'

Where F(a) is the part of the rain drop mass for rain drops with a
radius less than a. P is the precipitation rate and the values of
the constants are:
a = 4,344 • 10

-3

,

~

= 0,232, n = 2,25

The rainwater concentration, M,
M = 0,0737

• p0• 85 kg m-

is given by

3

(6.2.4)

(Mason, 1971, page 610)
Utilizing the formulae given above we can write
N(a)

= rna3

•

Pw

• da

=

M •.fil::•
oa da

(6.2.5)

where Pw is the density of water
( 6 • 2 • 5 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) give

W = qw • M • 3 ~ 1 _M
4 • Pw
ta oa

•

• E(a) da

V(a)

(6.2.6)

V(a) and E(a) are taken from Mason, 1971 (PP 594, 598, 580).
We also assume that the precipitation after coalescence cannot
exceed that of (6.1.1) with both k1 and k2 equal to unity.

t

6.3

Evaporation of rain drops in unsaturated layers

It was fouRd by Best (1952) that rain drops changed their radii by
evaporation when falling from Z1 to Z2 in a relative hurnidity, U,
according to
a; - a~ = A (e-aZ2 - e-aZ1) (1 - u) 1 • 13
where a 1 and a 2 are the radii at heights

z1

(6.3.1)
and

z2

respectively.

A = 1.375 • 10- 6 anda= 2.9 • 10- 4 •
Knowing the precipitation rate before evaporation, we can compute
the rain drop spectrum, and by integration overall rain drops we
can derive a new spectrum, utilizing formula (6.3.1). This in turn
can be interpreted as a new precipitation rate, after evaporation.
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6.4

Incorporation of coalescence and evaporation in the model

The effects of coalescence and evaporation are included in the
model according to the following algorithm;
What we shall modify is P1, i e the precipitation production of
each layer j, as given by (6.1.1). Denote the highest level, at
which precipitation is formed by .R., (Pf = pl). If p.R.-l is non-zero
it is modified, by use of (6.2.6) i e
pl-1

=

pf-1 + Pi-1

=

pf-1 + f

(Pf,qw.R.-1)

(6.4.1)

also check that pl-l < Pf;ix
(Pf-l with both k 1 and k 2 equal to unity)
If also the next lower leve! is saturated utilize (6.4.1) again
(6.4.2)
when entering an unsaturated layer, say .R.-3 we utilize (6.3.1) for
all precipi tation falling through this layer i. e.
for k

=

.R., .R.-1, .R.-2

(6.4.3)

We then continue down in the model atmosphere utilizing (6.4.1) and
(6.4.3) 9ntil we reach the lowest layer. Thereafter we have a new
vector Pg giving the modified precipitation intensity in each layer, which then is summed up as precipitation.
Bell (1978) included the effect of precipitation drift by the wind.
He also smoothed the precipitation pattern after the forecast, to
parameterize a horizontal coupling of the dynamics. This has not
been done in this study.
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7.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

7.1

The test area

We have tested this mode! on the drainage basin of the lake Kultsjön, which is situated in the south of Lappland in Sweden, near
the horder to Norway. The computation grid consisted of 16xll
points. When utilizing the more complex vertical velocity formula
(5.2.3) we used a somewhat larger area (19xl5 points), since the
SAM includes the effects of horizontally coupled fields, and we
want to avoid boundary effects. The horizontal resolution is about
5 km (tx = 5004 m, ty= 4632 m). Figure 3 shows the orography and
the drainage divide.

Figure 3
7.2

The orography and the drainage basin of Kultsjön

Experiments

We utilized the Swedish LAM (Unden, 1982) as input with forecasts
valid every third hour from +12h to +36h. The mode! was run once a
day from the LAM forecast starting at 18Z. Examples of forecasts
are shown in Figure 4. The first picture (Fig 4a) shows the precipitation result when utilizing the simple formula (5.2.2) (A somewhat smaller area was used at that time, see 7.1), and Figure 4b
depicts the same, but here we have utilized the more refined vertical velocity (5.2.3).

12

Figure 4a

Accumulated 24h precipitation from a 36h forecast
starting at 830931 at 18z. The vertical velocity is
given by (S.2.2) The big dots indicate stations with
precipitation measurements. The orography is shown as
dotted lines.

Figure 4b

The same as 4a, but the vertical velocity is given by
(S.2.3)
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The gradients are sharper in the first case. Over the same horizontal distance we have precipitation from zero to about 60 mm on
Fig 4a and only to about 30 mm on Fig 4b. (The maxima to the right,
on the border of the drainage basin). The areal means of the two
examples in Fig 4 are 7,9 mm (4a) and 4,8 mm (4b).
It isa very difficult problem to verify areal mean values of precipitation. We have for this area only three stations. They are
marked with dots on Figure 4a. They are all situated near the lake,
and hence at a relatively low level. We think that three stations
are too few for verifying and that their location is not representative. However, that is what we have available at this stage. In
Figure 5 we compare the areal mean from the model runs (using the
vertical velocity formulation (5.2.3)) with a mean value of the
three measurements. The test period is from August 1 to October 29,
1983.

mm
30

20

Date

1/8

Figure 5

24th precipitation.
Solid line: Mean value of three observations
Dashed line: Forecast areal mean

Another way of verifying areal mean values has also been tested. We
have utilized a hydrological runoff model available at SMHI (Bergström, 1976). One input to that model is the precipitation, as
given by the mean value of the three available measurements. An
estimation of the areal mean has then been done according to the
actual orography, by using climatological corrections of the variation of precipitation with height.
Figure 6 shows the observed runoff (m 3 s- 1 ) for the same period.
This curve has some noise due to on the measure method. In Figure 7
we have the computed runoff, when utilizing the hydrological model,
and the precipitation as measured by the three stations. One can
see that there isa good agreement between the curves in Figures 6
and 7.
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Figure 6

Oate

Observed runoff (m 3 s-1)

Runoff
200

150
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so
Computed

runoff
1/8

Figure 7

1/10

1/9

Oate

Computed runoff using observed precipitation

We have also computed the runoff by using the forecast areal mean
precipitation, without the height correction mentioned above. The
corresponding curves for the two different formulations of the
vertical velocity are shown in Figure 8. In the first figure (Sa)
we utilized (5.2.2) and in the other (5.2.3) is used.
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Runoff
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Computed
runoff
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Figure 8a

1 10

1/9

Dote

Computed runoff, forecast precipitation using formula
(S.2.2)
Runoff

200

150

100

Computed
runoff

10

1/8

Figure 8b

Oote

The same as 8a but using (5.2.3)

One can see that there is too much runoff in Figure 8a . The mean
value is here 48,4 m 3 s- 1 , while the corresponding value of the
observed runoff is 29,8 m3 s- 1 • The mean value in Figure 8b is 30,0
m3 s- 1 • The fact that the mean value is near the observed, indicates that our model in this version is climatologically reasonable. The peak in the middle of Figure 6 is missing in both 8a and
8b. On the 17th of September the forecast values were only a few
millimeters in both methods, while the measured values were over
twenty (see Figure 5).
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A closer examination of this case, showed that the vast amount of
precipitation came from a relatively small-scale cyclone, approaching from the south. The LAM-forecast of this case could not resolve
that cyclone, but showed a less intensive (but good positioned)
system.
Our model approach cannot solve the problem of smallscale, not orographically induced, systems. The way this enters the
model is by the term wr...AM(p) in formula (5.2.3), which in this case
was underestimated by the large-scale model. We hope that the evolution on ordinary NWP-models, with higher resolution will, at
least partly, solve this problem.
We have also roade some experiments to examine tbe usefulness of
this precipitation model for runoff computations, using the existing hydrological model. When computing the runoff, we should not
utilize the accumulated errors of the precipitation forecasts , but
instead use the observations up to the actual forecast time. Therefore the following experiment was performed:
The runoff model was run once a day, with the observed precipitation as input, but on every run changing the last value to the
corresponding forecast value (Figure 5). Here we have applied the
height corrections (see above) only to the observed precipitation.
The computed runoff from each run is shown in Figure 9.

Runoff
200

150

100

50

Computed
runoff
1/8

Figure 9

1/10

1/9

Oute

Computed runoff using both observed and forecast precipitation (see text}
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The absolute values of the difference between the curves of Figure
9 and Figure 7 (i e the runoff error due to the use of predicted
precipitation, instead of observed) is depicted in Figure 10. The
most predominant feature is the effect of the erroneous forecast
discussed above. To get an idea of how large these errors are we
have also performed the same experiment utilizing a climatological
(i e a mean value over the test period) value (~ 3 mm) of the precipitation instead of our predicted values. The corresponding
errors are shown in Figure 11. Here the values are comparable to
those of Figure 10, indicating the following:
i)

Our precipitation model does not give any extra skill to the
runoff computations, over that of climatology.

ii)

The runoff model is very much dependent on the history and it
is not very sensitive to the last precipitaion value, at least
in this test area.

100

50

0

VB
Figure 10

1/9

V10

Date

Absolute value of runoff error due to forecast precipitation instead of observed

100

50

0

1/8

Figure 11

1/10

V9

'

Date

Absolute value of runoff error due to climatological
precipitation instead of observed
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Thus, the question of how to verify precipitation forecasts can
only partly be answered utilizing a runoff model of this kind.
The main conclusion from these experiments is that over a three
month period there are no systematic errors in the areal mean precipitation forecasts, but the quality of the individual forecasts
varies from case to case.
In this study we have not used any explicit parameterization of
convection. However, the convection is positively correlated to the
vertical displacement and the vertical velocity, and since the
precipitation rate isa function of these effect~, one can regard
the convection as included in the medel. A more refined convection
scheme would utilize a small-scale heating of the ground anda
small-scale humidity field, which is difficult to extract from a
large-scale medel.
By this dynamical approach for precipitation forecasts, we get not
only areal means, but also spatial distributions of the precipitation. This can, of course, be utilized for runoff computations in
more complex hydrological medels. For good verifications, however,
an extensive network of precipitation meters is needed.

8.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a dynamical medel for computing orographic precipitation on the meso-scale. In doing so we have assumed that the
flow on this scale can be regarded as an interpretation of the flow
on the larger scale, the latter given by a synoptic numerical model
forecast.
Two methods of estimating the steady state vertical velocity have been used. The simplest vertical velocity is proportional
to the horizontal wind and the local gradient of orography. To allow
fora horizontal coupling of the flow, we have also used a two-dimensional medel for computing the divergence in the lowest layer and
hence the vertical velocity. This has then been used as a lower
boundary condition in the second estimation of the vertical velocity.
The results show that the amount of precipitation is very sensitive
to the formulation of the vertical velocity. When using the more
physical formulation of the vertical velocity, we have found, by aid
of a hydrological runoff model, that the precipitation over a three
month period is climatologically reasonable. We think that future
work in this field should be focused on the dynamical part, i e the
estimation of the small-scale vertical velocity.
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A very important problem is that of the verification. Due toa
very limited number of measure stations, the areal mean value of
the precipitation, computed from these has only limited value. The
verification using the runoff model is only partly successful and
we believe that an extensive network of measure stations is needed
for future development of this type of precipitation models.
We have also examined the practical usefulness of the present model
for use together with the existing runoff model. During the test
period, no extra skill in the runoff computations by using forecast
precipitation instead of climatology, is reached. We think, however, that this dynamical approach, giving not only areal means,
but also spatial distributions, isa step in the right direction
for solving the complex problem of precipitation forecasting.
9.
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